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What is my grandfather's brother to me
It's a sad day for the Grande family, and those who love them. This morning, Ariana Grande broke the devastating news that she and Frankie's grandfather passed away on Tuesday. In a series of tweets, Ariana thanked fans for their continuous love and support, and said how much she will miss him. Their grandfather was very present in
their lives, as fans often watched on both of their social media accounts. Losing a family member is already hard enough, but since Frankie is currently in the Big Brother house, it becomes even more difficult, as contestants should have no contact from the outside world and are constantly guarded by cameras. It just seems to fit that Big
Brother informs Frankie of his grandfather's passing, in the most appropriate way. Unfortunately, this has happened in previous seasons of the show, and Big Brother has set a precedent for telling houseguests of the news. In season 13, Evel Dick Donato had a personal emergency while playing Big Brother (he won season 8), and left the
house on receiving the news. Here's his statement from Zap2it about how the news was broken to him: I was called the diary room and the producers gave me some bad news about someone I was very close to. Actually, they didn't even get on PA in the diary room, they came into the diary room. It was an emergency that required my
immediate attention. There was no thought. I had to leave and they fully understood. I thank them for their understanding and their concerns, it means a lot to me. In fact, they have contacted me a number of times since they left to see how I do and make sure everything is OK. I really appreciate how they help me. Because of the nature
of Frankie's loss, it just seems right that the production staff on the show would inform him the same way they did for Evel Dick. What it means for his game is unknown, and will be his decision. Whether he decides to leave the house to be with his family, or continue playing should only be decided with his and his families' best interests in
mind. And although the decision will be Frankie's, Ariana Grande tweeted out to her fans that when asked if he wanted Frankie to be pulled out of the house, their grandfather said No Way! Our thoughts are with Frankie, Ariana and their family. We hope to see Big Brother treat this heartbreaking news with the sensitivity it deserves.
Picture: Frankie Grande/Instagram It was heartbreaking on Wednesday morning to find out that Frankie and Ariana Grande's grandfather had passed away on Tuesday. It was no secret that current Big Brother contestant Frankie and pop star Ariana both admired their grandfather Grande for something, as did many fans who felt they
knew him through his presence on Frankie and Ariana's social media accounts. Ariana broke the news on Twitter early this morning, thanking family, friends and fans for constant support during this difficult time. With the Grande family's best interest in mind, many have wondered if Frankie would be informed of the news that his
grandfather had left. As a houseguest of Big Brother, Frankie is completely cut off from the outside world, without all social media accounts and contact with his family. But because of the heartbreaking loss, and past situations where CBS has informed houseguests of family emergencies, it's only a matter of time before producers inform
Frankie of the loss. They're likely to call him into the diary room to let him know, but as of 9:22a.m on Wednesday, all the houseguests are sleeping in the Big Brother house. Depending on what Frankie wants to do — it's important to note that whether he decides to leave the house or not to leave the house, it should be a respected
decision by everyone, because that's his decision—his game could come to one today. But according to Ariana, Grandpa Grande didn't want Frankie to be pulled from the Big Brother house. It is not known how much information the producers will be able to give Frankie, or whether they will let him call his family to check in with them
during this time. It seems that if he was given that opportunity, without having to evict himself, they would tell him to remain strong, but remain in the game. After all, that's what Grandpa Grande would have wanted. The hashtag #RIPGrandpaGrande currently a top Twitter trend, with fans sending an outpouring of messages to the pop star
and her family with their condolences and well wishes. We're thinking about the Grande family right now. Picture: Frankie Grande/Instagram A month after Big Brother 22 began, Challenge star and Cody Calafiore's younger brother Paulie sadly walked his grandfather. Hopefully, the BB20 runner-up will remain strong and continue
competing after he hears the news. Watch what happens Live with Andy Cohen. Pictured: Cody Calafiore and Paulie Calafiore | Charles Syke Paulie Calafiore and Cody Calafiore both competed on Big Brother in 2014, New Jersey-based football coach Cody Calafiore competed on big brother 16. An early member of the doomed
Detonators Alliance, he later settled in with the dominant Bomb Squad and formed a final two, The Hitmen, with eventual winner Derrick Levasseur. The football coach excelled socially and physically as he walked away with three head of Household and three Power of Veto competitions, the fifth houseguest in franchise history to do so.
RELATED: Paulie Calafiore Compares Big Brother and The Challenge, says no Challenge Stars could make Big Brother He won his way to the end and chose the other Hitman to sit next to, only to lose by a vote of 7-2. Many consider this to be one of the worst moves in BB history because he would likely have won against Victoria
Rafaeli. His little brother Paulie two seasons later and quickly in line with the returning players. Although he started well, his multiple blow-ups led to him becoming a house goal, and he ended up placing 8th in the competition. Cody Calafiore returned for Big Brother 22 While Paulie stayed in the reality competition realm and began
competing on MTV's The Challenge, Cody began acting. However, BB16 returned second for the second edition of the All-Stars to prove his ability as a competitor. After winning the first HOH of the season, he put himself in a good position and ended up in several alliances, including Final Two deals with Nicole Franzel and Cody Enzo.
RELATED: Big Brother 22: Ian Terry says Derrick Levasseur Set Cody Calafiore up for success before season A fan approached the CBS studio and airs, Nicole and Cody all play, who scared several houseguests and threatened their position in the house. In addition, Kaysar Ridha exposed his game in his eviction speech, once again
putting all eyes on Cody. But several events, including a blow-up between Christmas Abbott, Da'Vonne Rogers, and Bayleigh Dayton, served as a distraction. Cody and Paulie Calafiore's grandfather died Shortly before Episode 15 aired, Paulie revealed that he and Cody's grandfather, Pop Pop, passed away in a lengthy Instagram
post. The Challenge star explained their Pop Pop lived a year longer than doctors thought he would and called him a bull because of his strength. He also noted that his grandfather served as the protector of his family and never missed one of their wrestling matches or football matches. It's unclear if Cody has heard what happened or
not, but he walked into the diary room after Paulie shared the news and has been wearing sunglasses around the house ever since. RELATED: Big Brother 22: Former Champ Dick Donato told the other wall Yeller what to say Paulie thinks death will be difficult for his brother, but knows how strong he is. His girlfriend and Challenge champ
Cara Maria Sorbello commented on the post and paid tribute to grandpa, referring to him as a real legend. Derrick also sent his condolences to the family. Big Brother 22: All-Stars airs Sundays, Wednesdays and Thursdays at 8.m EST on CBS. Follow Tamara Grant on Twitter. This site is not available in your country Photo: MIO VIEW
MORE PHOTOS Given all the recent attention-or hype, some might say-it's easy to forget that not so long ago, sustainable design was a clean radar blip. And so it was with MIO, the Philadelphia-based manufacturer of witty, eco-friendly home products founded by brothers Jaime and Isaac Salm. Sustainability had been on the market for
decades, but people didn't get it, said Isaac, recalling the response to MIO's debut collection in 2003. At the time, 'green' was just a color. Of course, five years later, has become something of a lifestyle-one where Jaime, 29, and Isaac, 30, have firmly established their knowledgeable peat environment. Visit any leading modern design
store, or browse through a forward-looking magazine, and there's a good chance you've seen their products: their colorful SoftBowl felt vessels; the three-dimensional PaperForms wall tiles; the Bendant hanging light, its steel fronds folding in a Sputnik-like starburst (see MIOCulture.com). Emphasizing ingenuity and an economy of means,
mio ethos is more playful than polemic, producing designs that are eco-sensitive—but also accessible and engaging. Photo: Robert Hakalski Our strategy isn't about saying, 'It's so green, it's so good,' says Jaime, but rather, 'It's so sexy, you have to have it-and PS, it's green.' As creative director-Isaac runs the business side—Jaime draws
from materials and processes as well as behavior, he says. Think Grid, MIO's wall-mounted organizer. It's made from recycled fibers, including wool and polyester, and its color-coded pockets respond to how people organize-or disorganize-their lives, Jaime says. Laser cut from a single sheet of recycled steel content to minimize waste,
Bendant light ships flat to save both packaging and space. That you have to fold it into shape only adds to the appeal: That visceral moment is what we're looking for-do-it-yourself aspect says Jaime. It is crucial to give people a sense of ownership in the design. Mio, after all, is Spanish for my. Growing up with Isaac in Medellin, Colombia,
Jaime had his inspired diminishand reused ethics instilled in him early. In high school, he used to go to junkyard, buy pieces he found interesting and make sculptures out of them, recalls Isaac, who in 2002 left a financial analyst job to help Jaime start mio. That Isaac's former employer was paper-goods giant Kimberly-Clark—and that
their father owns a box-making factory in Colombia—is not what steered the brothers toward sustainability, they insist. (Yes, OK, maybe subconsciously, Isaac admits.) Instead, Jaime credits his design education, and its emphasis on social responsibility, at Philadelphia's University of the Arts. For his senior thesis there, he designed
bowls—made from recycled paper, of course. Photo: Robert Hakalski Nowadays, some of MIO's signature offerings still use repurposed pulp: for example, its modular PaperForms wall tiles, which can be configured in a range of bold haute relief patterns (and allow users to easily replace individual panels instead of entire installations).
Early versions of the tiles were impractical triangular, measuring exactly 0.83 square meters each. People were like, 'It looks good, but how do I get 12 square feet?' Isaac remembers. We wouldn't have really worked that out. Change them to squares, learned salms a lesson Pragmatism. There is a sense of improvisation to the brothers'
work, but it has served them well. Like their SoftBowls, the felted-wool shades of their Shroom and Capsule candles are made on old hat molds—on a block of milliner that Jaime happened upon while walking with a day over lunch. We realized we could reuse their tools, with zero investment, to help put them in another market altogether,
Jaime says of the 80-year-old workshop. Sustainability, in other words, also applies to keeping local industries alive. With a new line of furniture in the works—a side table steel that ships flat and folds into an unlikely angled shape—mio grows by leaps and bounds. In 2006, it opened an office and warehouse in Germany, which led it to
start production in Europe as well. You can be global, but you have to stay local, Jaime says. Being sustainable is, of course, not a perfect science; there is no such thing as a power-free product. But MIO comes pretty close to a win-win formula: It has to be funky, appealing, done with the smallest amount of waste, while serving its
purpose, Jaime says. We need both performance and beauty. That's what green desire is all about. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users enter their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io piano.io
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